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Dr. Joseph Ladapo: Rejecting Covid Shots Becoming Part
of Childhood Vaccination Schedule
On Wednesday, the CDC’s Advisory
Committee on Immunization Practices
(ACIP) voted to make Covid shots part of the
childhood immunization schedule. The CDC,
which always follows the ACIP’s advice, will
almost certainly move forward with updating
the schedule. Florida Surgeon General Dr.
Joseph Ladapo reaffirmed his
recommendation against healthy children
receiving experimental Covid shots. 

In this interview with The New American,
Dr. Ladapo argued that at this point in the
pandemic, when an overwhelming majority
of children have contracted Covid and
considering the lack of long-term safety data
on the shots and available data on adverse
reactions, the risks far outweigh the benefits
for this cohort. 

The surgeon general explained that if the CDC updates the recommendation, it would pave the way for
the state healthcare authorities to include Covid shots in mandated immunization schedules. That
means that to attend public or private school, children would need to get inoculated against Covid.
Since the majority of parents are clearly not enthusiastic about vaccinating their children against Covid,
they can and should influence the local authorities not to mandate the shots, or file for legal
exemptions. 

Follow Dr. Joseph Ladapo on Twitter and Facebook. 

To order Dr. Ladapo’s book Transcend Fear: A Blueprint for Mindful Leadership in Public
Health, please click here. 

https://twitter.com/FLSurgeonGen
https://www.facebook.com/joseph.ladapo.5
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1510774718/ref=cm_sw_r_api_i_YH7E3EY5GH1F4WTH7H4S_5?fbclid=IwAR1ufqeymRgbM4gRWXrCeRu_tbwmkiqZYoSHqPhp1hVVQ4_92iZQ-xAPXQM
https://thenewamerican.com/author/veronika-kyrylenko/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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